Introduction
Let p be an odd prime number. Let E be a finite extension of Q p and let v :Q * p → Q be the normalized valuation so that v(p) = 1. Let m E be the maximal ideal in the ring of integers O E of E. For any integer k ≥ 2 and any a p ∈ m E , let D k,ap = Ee 1 ⊕ Ee 2 be the filtered ϕ-module, where the Frobenius operator ϕ is given by the matrix 0 −1 p k−1 ap with respect to the basis e 1 , e 2 , and the filtration is given by
Now let V = V k,ap be the unique two-dimensional irreducible crystalline representation of G Qp := Gal(Q p |Q p ) such that D cris (V * ) = D k,ap , where V * denotes the dual representation of V . The existence of such representations follows from the theory of Colmez and Fontaine [CF00] . We recall that V k,ap has Hodge-Tate weights (0, k − 1) and slope v(a p ) > 0. The semisimplification of the mod p reductionV k,ap with respect to a G Qp -stable integral lattice in V k,ap is independent of the choice of the lattice. Despite the variety of non-isomorphic irreducible two-dimensional crystalline representations V in characteristic 0 which are indexed by the tuples (k, a p ) up to twists, one has very limited choice for their semisimplified reductionsV at the mod p level. The behaviour of the mod p reductions of these objects V k,ap has been studied by several mathematicians. The explicit shape ofV k,ap has been computed only for small weights k ≤ 2p + 1 [E92, B03b] , small slopes v(a p ) < 2 [BG09, BG13, GG15, BG15, BGR16], or when the slope is very large compared to the weight k [BLZ04] . For small values of k and p, now one can also compute these reductions using the algorithm given in [R17] .
In this article we attempt to study how the reduction behaves with varying weight k, where a p ∈ m E is kept constant. Let us begin by recalling the following result about the local constancy of the map k →V k,ap , for any fixed non-zero a p ∈ mZ p . Theorem 1.1 (Thm B, [B12] ). Let α(r) := n≥1 ⌊r/p n−1 (p − 1)⌋, for any r ∈ Z.
In the context of the theorem above, one may ask the following questions:
(1) Can one improve the lower bound 3v(a p ) + α(k − 1) + 1 on k? (2) What are the possible values of the constant m(k, a p )?
For fixed a p , is it possible to choose an m(k, a p ) that works for all k? This phenomenon, when occurs, can be referred to as "uniform local constancy" of the reduction.
One may expect uniform local constancy to hold generically, as it is true for small slopes, where the reductions have been explicitly computed. Let us recall the cases where we know explicit (smallest) values of m(k, a p ):
, unless k ≡ 3 mod (p − 1) and v(a p ) = 1/2. For v(a p ) = 1/2 and k ≡ 3 mod (p − 1), the behaviour of the reduction is complicated, and it is clear from the main theorem of [BG13] that m(k, a p ) depends on k in a more serious way.
•
2, if k ≡ 3, 4 mod (p − 1). For k ≡ 4 mod (p − 1), the reductions are more complex [BGR16] .
2, if k ≡ 3 mod (p − 1), unless v(a p ) = 3/2 and k ≡ 5 mod (p − 1). For the remaining exceptional case, i.e., when v(a p ) = 3/2 and k ≡ 5 mod (p − 1), we refer to the ongoing work [GR18] .
We notice that the value of m(k, a p ) does not depend on k in most cases, but it does increase with the slope v(a p ) in general.
In this article we compute m(k, a p ) for some small values of k. We also improve the lower bound on k a bit. However we could not avoid a lower bound that is linear in v(a p ), as in Theorem 1.1 by Berger. More precisely, we prove that
Under the extra assumption ap p (k−2)/2 ≡ ±1 mod ℘, the same is true for odd weights k = 2v(a p ) + 2 ≤ p + 1. Remark 1.3. (a) Note that the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 forces that a p = 0. In fact, it follows from Prop. 4.1.4 in [BLZ04] that there is no local constancy with respect to weight at a p = 0.
(b) For k ≤ p − 1 (or k = p, p + 1), the constant m(k, a p ) has been proved to exist only under the condition k > 3v(a p ) + 1 (or k > 3v(a p ) + 2). Direct computation gives us a slightly better lower bound 2v(a p ) + 2 on k. However it is not clear if this is a strict bound or why such a bound should be necessary at all.
Let G Q p 2 denote the subgroup Gal(Q p |Q p 2 ) of index 2 in G Qp , where Q p 2 is the unique quadratic unramified extension of Q p . Let ω : G p →F * p and ω 2 : G Q p 2 →F * p denote the fundamental characters of level one and two respectively. Theorem 1.2 is an easy corollary of the following, which is the main result of this article.
).
This shows that if k ′ is close enough to k in the weight space with an explicit upper bound on their distance that is linear in v(a p ), thenV k ′ ,ap is isomorphic toV k,ap . Based on the known results for slopes < 2, one hopes that this upper bound for m(k, a p ) should work for almost all k and not just for k ≤ p + 1. However, here our computations are limited to the weights k ′ close to the small weights k ≤ p + 1, as stated above.
The proof (of Thm. 3.5) uses the compatibility of p-adic and mod p Local Langlands correspondences, following the method of [B03b, BG09] . We generalise some of the techniques introduced in [BG15] and [BGR16] . More details about the proof are given in the next section.
Basics
In this section we quickly recall some notations and then explain the basic principle of our proof.
2.1. The Hecke operator. Let G = GL 2 (Q p ), K = GL 2 (Z p ) be the standard maximal compact subgroup of G and Z ∼ = Q × p be the center of the group G. Let us begin by recalling the Hecke operator T which acts G-linearly on the compact induction ind
Let R be a Z p -algebra and let V = Sym r R 2 ⊗ D s be the usual symmetric power representation of KZ twisted by a power of the determinant character D, modeled on homogeneous polynomials of degree r in the variables X, Y over R.
KZ V be the function with support in the coset KZg −1 given by
Any element of ind G KZ V is a V -valued function on G that is compactly supported mod KZ and thus is a finite linear combination of functions of the form [g, v] , for g ∈ G and v ∈ V . The Hecke operator T is defined by its action on these elementary functions via the formula 
are smooth admissible representations of G, also irreducible in most cases. Recall that here p ∈ KZ acts on V r := Sym rF2 p trivially and the rest of KZ acts by the inflation of K = GL 2 (Z p ) ։ Γ. These objects π(r, λ, η) together capture all possible irreducible representations of G in characteristic p, as proved in [BL94, BL95, B03a] .
With this notation, Breuil's semisimple mod p Local Langlands Correspondence [B03b, Def. 1.1] is given by:
On the other hand, by the p-adic Local Langlands correspondence we have the association V k,ap Π k,ap , where Π k,ap is the locally algebraic representation of G given by
where r = k − 2 ≥ 0 and T is the Hecke operator as usual. Consider the standard lattice in Π k,ap given by
By the commutativity of the p-adic and mod p Local Langlands Correspondence, conjectured in [B03b] and proved in [B10] , we know that
Since the correspondence LL at the mod p level is injective, computing LL(V ss k,ap ) is enough to determineV ss k,ap . Therefore, we are going to studyΘ ss k,ap as an object in RepF p (G). The superscript 'ss' will often be omitted, as we are always concerned about the semisimplified reduction.
3. Computations 3.1. Some results in characteristic p. Here we prove some general lemmas in characteristic p that will be useful in computing the reductionΘ k,ap .
By the definition ofΘ k,ap , we have a natural surjection
Consider the special polynomial
on which Γ := GL 2 (F p ) acts by the determinant character. Define for each m ∈ N, 
Looking at the coefficients of f (z), for λ ∈ F * p , we have
using the hypothesis on the coefficients of F (X, Y ). This completes our proof. Note that as we are in the situation j < m ≤ i ≤ r − m here, the binomial coefficients 
. From Lemma 5.3, [B03b] , we obtain the short exact sequence
which does not split as 0
Hence it is enough to show that the image of θ m (Y r−m(p+1) − Y b−2m X r−b−pm+m ) maps to a non-zero element in the quotient above. We check that in fact its image 
Equivalently, we need Now we recall a very useful fact from Remark 4.4, [BG09] , that if v(a p ) < m and r = k − 2 ≥ m(p + 1), thenΘ k,ap is a quotient of ind
). We fix an a p with positive valuation, and let n ∈ N be the smallest such that v(a p ) < n + 1, so we have
We consider the chain of submodules of length n + 1
with respective images
insideΘ k,ap . We have this chain of submodules insideΘ k,ap , and we will try to compute it piece by piece. For example, we would like to check if some of the quotient factors in the chain above are in fact zero inΘ k,ap .
Computations in characterstic 0:
We extend the formula for the Hecke operator T when acting on ind 
These explicit formulas for T + and T − will be used to compute (T − a p )f for the functions f ∈ ind G KZ Sym With this notation, we state the following technical lemma. 
Proof. Define
Evaluating (3.12) at x = ζ and taking sum over all ζ ∈ µ p−1 ,
Hence by (3.11), we have Putting r = b in (3.14), we get
Hence from (3.15), we obtain
We also conclude that Proof. With the notation as in (3.3), we will show that P (M 1 ) = 0, by showing P (M n ) = 0, P (M n−1 /M n ) = 0, · · · , and finally P (M 1 /M 2 ) = 0, so the map P factors through 
